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Abstract China has experienced unprecedented urbanization since the 1980s, resulting in substantial
climatic effects from local cities to broad regions. Using the Weather Research and Forecasting model
dynamically coupled to an urban canopy model, we quantified the summertime climate effects of urban
expansion in China's most rapidly urbanizing regions: Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH), Yangtze River Delta (YRD),
and Pearl River Delta (PRD). High-resolution landscape data of each urban agglomeration for 1988, 2000, and
2010 were used for simulations. Our results indicated summertime urban warming of 0.85°C for BTH, 0.78°C
for YRD, and 0.57°C for PRD, which was substantially greater than previous estimates. Peak summer warming
for BTH, YRD, and PRD was 1.5°C, 1°C, and 0.8°C, respectively. In contrast, the loss of moisture was greatest in
PRD, with maximum reduction in 2m water vapor mixing ratio close to 1 g/kg, followed by YRD and BTH with
local peak humidity deficits reaching 0.8 g/kg and 0.6 g/kg, respectively. Our results were in better agreement
with observations than prior studies because of the usage of high-resolution landscape data and the
inclusion of key land-atmospheric interactions. Our study also demonstrated that the warming impacts of
polycentric urban forms were less intense but more extensive in space, whereas large concentrated urban
aggregations produced much stronger but localized warming effects. These findings provide critical
knowledge that improves our understanding of urban-atmospheric interactions, with important implications
for urban landscape management and planning to alleviate the negative impacts of urban heat islands.

1. Introduction

Urbanization is an extreme case of human modification of the Earth's terrestrial surface and has been recog-
nized to be a highly significant driver of climate change at local and regional scales [Bornstein, 1968; Oke,
1973; Portman, 1993;Wu, 2014]. The most recognized manifestation of urbanization-induced climate change
is the urban heat island, which has been calculated by observation minus reanalysis [Kalnay and Cai, 2003]
and modeling/stations-based methods [Brazel et al., 2007; Myint et al., 2013; Georgescu et al., 2014, 2015].
Apart from excessive anthropogenic heating in urban environments [Feng et al., 2012, 2013; Salamanca
et al., 2014; Sailor et al., 2015], land surface modification, including high heat-storage capacity, increased
impervious surfaces, and decreased vegetation cover of urban environments, alters the surface energy
budget with consequences for near-surface warming and alterations to the structure of atmospheric
boundary layer [Georgescu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2015; Benson-Lira et al., 2016]. Therefore, land surface
forcing should be considered to accurately assess environmental impacts due to urban expansion, particu-
larly for nations experiencing rapid urbanization [Creutzig, 2015; Georgescu et al., 2015].

China has witnessed unprecedented socioeconomic development during the previous three decades [Wu
et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2016]. The nation's urbanization rate has risen from 17.9% in 1978 to 54.8% in 2014,
and it is expected that 77.5% of its population will be dwelling in cities by 2050 [Chen et al., 2013; Bai et al.,
2014;Wu et al., 2014]. Along with the increased urbanization rate (i.e., the proportion of population dwelling
in cities) is a rapid expansion of built environments. Based on observations and examination of reanalysis
products, statistical studies have indicated an urban expansion-induced warming of 0.05°C per decade in
southeast China during 1979–1998 [Zhou et al., 2004], 0.11°C per decade in north China during 1961–2000
[Ren et al., 2008], and a warming of 0.1°C per decade was observed across east China for the period of
1951–2004 [Jones et al., 2008]. Undoubtedly, prior work has highlighted the significance of urbanization-
related warming and has paved the way for process-based modeling approaches to characterize the spatio-
temporal patterns and physical drivers associated with this type of terrestrial modification.
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Numerical models have been increasingly used to estimate climate effects of urbanization for major urba-
nized areas across China, including the cities of Beijing, Nanjing, Hangzhou, and Wuhan [Miao et al., 2009;
Yang et al., 2012; Ke et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014]; the regions of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei [Wang et al., 2013],
Yangtze River Delta [Zhang et al., 2010; Liao et al., 2014], and Pearl River Delta [Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2014]; and China as a whole [Feng et al., 2012, 2013; Wang et al., 2012; Chen and Frauenfeld, 2015]. The
modeling work for these studies was generally focused on capturing urbanization-induced effects (i.e., sepa-
rate from global warming) by investigating the interactions between the urban canopy and overlying
atmosphere. However, prior studies were conducted by incorporating two distinct land use and land cover
patterns into climate models, namely, preurban and posturban landscapes, while the landscape complexity
of urbanization in between such endpoints (i.e., transition periods that characterize urbanization trends) has
been largely omitted. Lin et al. [2016] examined the role of urban growth, and its effect on regional climate, by
incorporating multiple historical urban snapshots into a stand-alone land surface model, and found urban
expansion enhanced regional warming by 0.11, 0.11, and 0.05°C/30 yr in summer for Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei,
Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl River Delta, respectively. Although a step forward, the lack of two-way
land-atmospheric coupling with coarse spatial resolution (i.e., 0.2° × 0.2°) may have resulted in substantial
underestimate of the warming effects.

The late 1980s witnessed the revival of urban economy in China, although the phase of the most rapid
development became apparent only since 2000 [Chen et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014]. In this study, we
selected three time snapshots corresponding to 1988, 2000, and 2010 in the nation's urbanization
evolution and conducted a suite of high-resolution simulations, via utility of a coupled urban-
atmospheric model, to assess climate effects of urban expansion in the three largest urbanizing regions
of China: Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl River Delta (Figure 1). The specific research
objectives were (1) to quantify the magnitude of urban expansion during the previous three decades for
the three regions; (2) to examine impacts of urban extent and urban form on summer climate of the
three regions, with a particular focus on near-surface temperature and humidity; and (3) to compara-
tively assess how climate effects of urban expansion varied among the three regions located in different
climate zones.

2. Study Areas

The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH), Yangtze River Delta (YRD), and Pearl River Delta (PRD) metropolitan areas are
themost urbanized and industrialized regions of China. They cover only 3.7% of the nation's territory but sup-
port 18.2%of its populationwhile contributing 36.8%of its gross domestic product (http://www.stats.gov.cn/).
Although the three regions are all located along coastal areas, climate regimes vary notably among them. YRD
and PRD are strongly influenced by the East Asian Monsoon with warm and wet summers. The mean
summertime temperature for YRD (ranging between 27 and 28°C) is less than that for PRD (30–31°C).
By contrast, BTH lies in marginal areas of the monsoonal footprint and thus experiences much drier summer
seasons. Although the summer-averaged temperature ranges between 25 and 26°C for BTH, its mean
diurnal temperature range of nearly 10°C exceeds that of the other two urban agglomerations by 2–3°C
(http://www.cma.gov.cn/).

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Modeling System and Configuration

Simulations were performed by using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) modeling system with
the advanced dynamical solver version 3.6 [Skamarock et al., 2008]. Compared with stand-alone land surface
models (which are one-way vertical single column models of water and energy fluxes), the WRF model
enables two-way coupling between the land surface and the atmosphere, the grid cells of which can interact
horizontally via advection, turbulent transport, and diffusion.

The WRF model was configured for high-resolution simulations with one-way triply nested model domains
having grid spacing of 27 km, 9 km, and 3 km in both horizontal directions (Figure 1). The coarsest
domain, D01, covered almost the entirety of China and extended to the East and South China Sea in order
to capture the influence of the East Asian Monsoon on the climate of the three regions, with a total area
of 3500 km×3000 km. The intermediate domain, D02, covered eastern China and enclosed an area of
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2700 km×1500 km. The innermost domains, D03, D04, and D05, were centered on the three urban agglom-
erations and enveloped an area of 444 km×417 km, respectively. A Lambert conformal conic projection was
used for the model's horizontal coordinate, and the model's vertical coordinate employed 30 terrain-
following eta levels from the surface to 50 hPa.

The main physical parameterizations used for all simulations are presented in Table 1. In order to represent
urban land surface processes (e.g., energy and momentum exchange between urban environments and
the atmosphere), the Noah land surface model [Chen and Dudhia, 2001] coupled with a single-layer urban
canopy model [Kusaka et al., 2001; Kusaka and Kimura, 2004] was employed. In addition, we used high-
intensity residential class (90% constructed material versus 10% pervious surface) to characterize the
urbanized areas in BTH, YRD, and PRD, for the following reasons. First, the high-intensity subcategory is
predominant in all three urban agglomerations (Figure 2). Second, urban fraction of most urbanized areas
in the three regions was up to 90%, or more [e.g., Liao et al., 2014]. Indeed, WRF's urban canopy parameters
of the high-intensity class, which were presented in Wang et al. [2012], were likely to underestimate what
they should be in China.

Figure 1. Illustration of the three nested model domains used in the (a) WRF simulations and the monitoring stations in
(b) D03, (c) D04, and (d) D05. Domains D03, D04, and D05 locate the three largest urban agglomerations in China:
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl River Delta. The stations used in the model evaluation are denoted as
black stars.
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Initial and lateral boundary conditions for large-scale atmospheric fields were provided by the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Final Analysis (FNL), with a horizontal resolution of
1° × 1° and time interval of 6 h (http://rda.ucar.edu/). It should be noted that the innermost domains are
all near the sea, which means that the land-sea interaction will have nonnegligible influence upon urban
expansion-induced climate change. However, the WRF model does not predict sea surface temperature
(SST), an important parameter that can modify air masses within a short distance from the shore.
Therefore, we actively updated SSTs during the simulations by incorporating data from the NCEP's real-time
and global SST analysis archives (RTG_SST; ftp://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/) into the WRF model. The data were
produced with a daily interval and 0.5° grid spacing in both horizontal directions. In an attempt to have
SSTs updated with a 6 h frequency, the daily data were interpolated to a time interval of 6 h prior to the
execution of WRF.

3.2. Land Use and Land Cover Data

We obtained land use and land cover data from the Data Sharing Infrastructure of Earth System Science
(http://www.geodata.cn/), constructed by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The data were produced with
a spatial resolution of 1 km×1 km based on Landsat TM remotely sensed imagery so as to monitor nation-
wide land use and land cover change. In an attempt to assimilate the high-resolution data into climate mod-
els and improve the accuracy of model simulations, the data were classified according to the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme land use classification scheme, with an overall accuracy of 83.14% [Liu
et al., 2014]. In this study, land use and land cover corresponding to 1988, 2000, and 2010 were utilized as
surface boundary conditions (Figure 3). Overall, urban extent of the three regions indicated steady growth
during 1988–2000, followed by a phase of rapid expansion during 2000–2010, particularly for BTH and YRD

Figure 2. Urban land use classification for (a) BTH, (b) YRD, and (c) PRD in 2009. Impervious surface fraction no more than
50% was mapped to low intensity, 50–80% to high intensity, and more than 80% to characterize commercial [Homer et al.,
2007]. The impervious surface data were obtained from Ma et al. [2014].

Table 1. Main Physical Parameterizations Used for All Simulations

Model Version: Version 3.6.1
Horizontal grid (innermost): Δx and Δy = 3 km
Number of points (innermost): 148 (x direction), 139 (y direction)
Vertical levels: 30 levels
Time step (innermost): 15 s
Radiation scheme: RRTMa (longwave), RRTMGb (shortwave)
Land surface model: Noah
Urban representation: Single-layer urban canopy model
Cumulus scheme: K-Fc (turned on only for outer two grids)
Microphysics scheme: WSM-3d

PBL scheme: YSUe

Surface layer: Eta similarity
Initial and lateral boundary conditions: NCEP FNL/RTG_SST

aRRTM, the rapid radiative transfer model.
bRRTMG, a new version of RRTM.
cK-F, the new Kain-Fritsch cumulus convective scheme.
dWSM-3, the WRF single-moment 3 class microphysics scheme.
eYSU, the Yonsei University planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme.
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(Figure 4). Urban expansion largely occurred at the expense of the cropland (Figure 4). Our newly developed
land use and land cover data were only used for the innermost domains, and for the outer two domains, the
default land surface conditions provided by the WRF modeling system were employed.

3.3. Numerical Simulation Design

We designed three numerical experiments by using surface boundary conditions relative to 1988 (Urb1988),
2000 (Urb2000), and 2010 (Urb2010), respectively. Prior to execution of high-resolution simulations, we
selected three normal summers as driving forces (we defined summer as June, July, and August). Our selec-
tion of representative summers was based on examination of the observed record in eastern China for the
period of 2000–2010 [Sun et al., 2014]. The summers of 2001, 2003, and 2005 were chosen for the following
reasons. First, summertime temperature anomalies of the 3 years were relatively low compared to those of
the three hottest summers during the previous decade (i.e., 2000, 2007, and 2010), at 0.6°C, 0.3°C, and 0.5°
C above the 1955–1984 30 year average [Sun et al., 2014]. These summers were therefore characterized as
representative of mean summertime conditions. Second, to account for the potential variability among this
subset of summers, continuous June-July-August seasons were not simulated to better distinguish the signal
of urban expansion-induced forcing [Georgescu, 2015]. Simulations were then initialized on 25 May at 00:00
UTC of the corresponding year and continued through 31 August at 18:00 UTC of the equivalent year for each

Figure 3. Land use and land cover conditions corresponding to 1988, 2000, and 2010 in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze
River Delta, and Pearl River Delta.
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experiment. The initial week of all simulations was regarded as spin-up and thus excluded from the following
analyses. In total, nine simulations were performed in our study (Table 2).

3.4. Model Evaluation Data

To evaluate the time-varying and spatially explicit model performance, both station-based and gridded obser-
vations were used in our study. The station-based observations were from “SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY,” a data
set providedby theChinaMeteorological DataNetwork (http://data.cma.gov.cn/). The data set contained daily
meteorological information for observing stations across mainland China. Overall, there were 19, 20, and 14
stations within D03, D04, and D05, respectively. For model evaluation, observed daily maximum, minimum,
and mean temperatures during the summers of 2001, 2003, and 2005 were utilized. Because of the relatively
coarse grid spacing (i.e., 3 km) used for our simulations relative to location-based observations covering an
area of 1m2, observations were further averaged across all stations within each domain (Figure 1) and com-
pared to the corresponding average of simulated grid cells, which were nearest to the station locations. This
approach is commonly used within the mesoscale modeling community given the resolution gap between
observational stations and numerical modeling grid cells [e.g., Georgescu et al., 2011, 2015; Salamanca et al.,
2014; Benson-Lira et al., 2016].

In addition, gridded observations provided by the National Climate Center of China Meteorological
Administration were utilized to examine WRF's capability of representing spatially explicit thermal character-
istics. The gridded data were produced based on interpolation of 751 observing stations in mainland China,
for the purpose of climate model validation [Xu et al., 2009]. It provides monthly mean air temperatures for
the period of 1961–2012 with a spatial resolution of 0.25° × 0.25°. To facilitate model examination, mean
2m air temperatures simulated by the WRF model across all three summers were compared to the
corresponding mean summer temperatures derived from the gridded observations.

Figure 4. Changes in urban extent and cropland area in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl River Delta
during the periods of 1988–2000 (dark red) and 2000–2010 (dark yellow).

Table 2. Description of All Simulations Performeda

Simulations Spin-Up Period Analysis Time

Urb1988 25–31 May 2001 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2001
25–31 May 2003 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2003
25–31 May 2005 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2005

Urb2000 25–31 May 2001 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2001
25–31 May 2003 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2003
25–31 May 2005 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2005

Urb2010 25–31 May 2001 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2001
25–31 May 2003 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2003
25–31 May 2005 1 Jun to 31 Aug 2005

aUrb1988: simulations utilizing urban extent for 1988. Urb2000: simulations utilizing urban extent for 2000. Urb2010:
simulations utilizing urban extent for 2010. All simulations were initialized on 25 May of the equivalent year and
terminated on 31 Aug of the corresponding year. The initial week was regarded as spin-up and thus excluded from
the following analyses.
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4. Results
4.1. WRF Model Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the WRF model, we compared the simulated 2m air temperatures from
Urb2000 with both the station-based and gridded observations. The simulated nighttimeminimum tempera-
tures agreed well with the observations for all three summers in the three regions, with absolute errors no
more than 0.2°C (Table 3). WRF-simulated daily mean and daytime maximum temperatures for PRD indicated
an absolute error less than 1°C for all three summers, while those for the other two regions demonstrated a
positive bias less than 1.6°C. The simulated daily mean temperatures also agreed reasonably well with the
observations for each of the urban agglomerations during all three summers (Figure 5). When the observa-
tions exhibited a sharp increase in temperatures, the model followed accordingly; conversely, when the
observations indicated a steep decrease in temperatures, the model reproduced such change appropriately.

Comparison of simulated summertime temperatures averaged across all three summers with the corre-
sponding gridded observations demonstrated WRF's capability to reproduce the spatial variability of tem-
peratures with reasonable fidelity (Figure 6). For example, the simulation successfully captured high
temperatures of the three domains in North China Plain, the lower reaches of Yangtze River Plain, and
Pearl River Delta Plain, as well as low temperatures in the mountains and hills located in northwest BTH,
southernmost YRD, and north PRD. However, the locations of the highest temperatures differed between
the simulation and the observation in certain places, particularly for YRD and PRD. This discrepancy was
ascribed to the limitations of gridded observations because the interpolation of observational stations failed
to account for the impacts of SSTs on near-surface temperatures [Xu et al., 2009].

The simulation results presented here indicate amodel bias that is at least as good as what has been shown in
prior studies [e.g., Miao et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014]. The relatively better model
performance may be attributable to the usage of real-time SSTs, as PRD and YRD are strongly influenced
by the East Asian Monsoon during summer. In addition, the parameterization schemes used in our simula-
tions may also play a critical role [Yang et al., 2015]. The systemic discrepancies between the simulation
and the observation were likely caused by errors in initial and lateral boundary conditions or intrinsic limita-
tions of WRF. However, because the WRF model compared at least as favorably as recent similar investiga-
tions in respect to both time-varying and spatially varying observations, we deemed it a suitably useful
tool for the examination of impacts associated with historical urban expansion.

4.2. Climatic Effects of Historical Urban Expansion

We calculated the ensemble differences in 2m air temperatures between different numerical experiments to
estimate impacts of urban expansion on summertime climate of the three urban agglomerations. Results
indicated that the magnitude and spatial pattern of near-surface warming varied considerably among the
three regions (Figure 7). Urbanization had the strongest local warming effects in BTH using 2010 urban
extent, with maximum warming ranging from 1.2°C to 1.5°C for the majority of urban areas. Somewhat

Table 3. Model Evaluation Against Station-Based Observations for Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH), Yangtze River Delta (YRD),
and Pearl River Delta (PRD) Across all Three Summers (2001, 2003, and 2005)a

2001 2003 2005

OBS WRF OBS WRF OBS WRF

BTH Average 25.8 27.3 (+1.5) 24.7 25.7 (+1.0) 25.7 27.0 (+1.3)
Maximum 31.2 32.8 (+1.6) 29.9 30.7 (+0.8) 31.1 32.0 (+0.9)
Minimum 21.2 21.2 (+0.0) 20.2 20.1 (�0.1) 21.1 21.3 (+0.2)

YRD Average 26.2 27.4 (+1.2) 26.8 28.1 (+1.3) 27.1 28.1 (+1.0)
Maximum 30.0 31.4 (+1.4) 31.1 32.4 (+1.3) 31.3 32.4 (+1.1)
Minimum 23.2 23.4 (+0.2) 23.5 23.4 (�0.1) 23.8 23.7 (�0.1)

PRD Average 27.8 28.7 (+0.9) 28.6 29.1 (+0.5) 28.1 28.9 (+0.8)
Maximum 31.9 32.3 (+0.4) 32.9 32.8 (�0.1) 32.2 32.4 (+0.2)
Minimum 25.1 25.2 (+0.1) 25.4 25.5 (+0.1) 25.4 25.4 (+0.0)

aThe observations were averaged across all stations within each domain and compared to the corresponding average
of simulated grid cells, which were nearest to the station locations. Model bias is presented in parentheses. Units are in
degree Celsius.
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reduced warming, on the order of 1°C, was found in YRD, while broad warming of less than 0.8°C appeared in
PRD. Overall, increases in 2m air temperatures by 0.85°C, 0.78°C, and 0.57°C, averaged only for urban pixels of
2010, were estimated in BTH, YRD, and PRD, respectively. It is notable that near-surface warming was
generally restricted to no more than 0.6°C in coastal locations for all urbanized regions.

The spatial extent of urban expansion-induced warming extended far beyond the built environments of YRD,
where regionalized warming effects were discernible at earlier stages of urbanization (i.e., by 2000) and were
greatly reinforced after an additional 10 years of urban sprawl (i.e., by 2010). This did not seem to be the case
for BTHwhere near-surface warmingwas somewhat confined to its built-up areas. The sphere of influence can
be described by an effect index that is defined EI(x) =Achange(x)/Aurban as, where x denotes any meteorological
parameter, Achange(x)denotes the area where x changed, and Aurban denotes the urban area. An EI equal to 1
indicates only that urban locations are affected,<1 signifies only parts of the urban locations are affected, and
>1 represents the effects extend beyond the built environments. By 2000, EIs of 1.4, 4.1, and 2.5 were
estimated for BTH, YRD, and PRD, while by 2010, the EI values were increased to 2.7, 5.0, and 3.6, respectively.

Figure 5. Observed (black curve) and WRF-simulated (red curve) daily mean time series of 2m air temperatures (°C) during
all three summers (2001, 2003, and 2005) in (a) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (b) Yangtze River Delta, and (c) Pearl River Delta.
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Differences in maximum (Tmax), minimum (Tmin), and diurnal temperature range (DTR; Tmax� Tmin), aver-
aged only for urban grid cells of 2010, illustrated the effects of urban expansion on the reduction of the
diurnal temperature range by increasing minimum temperatures (Figure 8). The region displaying the
largest increase in Tmin and thus decrease in DTR was BTH, followed by YRD and then PRD. On the contrary,
PRD produced the maximum increase in Tmax during roughly three decades of urban expansion, with the
full range of simulated variability ranging between 0.2 and 0.5°C by 2010. Slightly reduced daytime warm-
ing was simulated for YRD, while no significant changes in Tmax were estimated for BTH. By 2010, the net
effects of changes in Tmin and Tmax reduced the DTR by 0.8–1.8°C for BTH and 0.9–1.3°C for YRD. Increases
in both Tmax and Tmin in PRD resulted in relatively reduced changes in DTR from 2000 to 2010 (between 0.2
and 1°C).

Figure 6. Spatial pattern of WRF-simulated and observed mean summertime 2m air temperatures (°C), averaged across all
three summers (2001, 2003, and 2005), in (a and b) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (c and d) Yangtze River Delta, and (e and f) Pearl
River Delta.
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The degree to which simulated differences in Tmin and Tmax agreed with observations can provide additional
confidence in WRF's capability to reproduce the changing summer climate of the three urban agglomera-
tions. As expected, observed time series of mean summertime Tmax and Tmin for the period of 1980–2010
at urban stations of the three regions exhibited enhanced nighttime relative to daytime effects (Figure 9).
In addition, no significant linear trend of Tmax (p> 0.05) was observed in BTH, while increased Tmax was evi-
dent (p< 0.01) in both YRD and PRD. The observations agreed with our simulations, which also indicated
increased Tmax in YRD and PRD, but no such trend in BTH (see Figure 8). The demonstrated level of skill for
the simulations presented here, grounded on accurate depiction of thermal impacts associated with histori-
cally observed patterns of urbanization in China, can pave the way for future simulations to characterize the
climate effects of projected urban expansion-induced climate change.

As illustrated by Figure 10, time series of daily mean 2m air temperature (Tavg) differences, once again aver-
aged only at urban locales of 2010, for the duration of summer indicated that urban expansion markedly
increased Tavg of BTH during August and Tavg of YRD during both July and August. However, the warming
effects tended to be reduced from June to August in PRD, and the increased Tavg was of similar magnitude,
on the order of 0.25°C (i.e., Urb2010–Urb2000), throughout the summer season. Overall, the degree and daily
variability of changes in Tavg were strongest in BTH, followed by YRD, while those in PRD were of smaller
magnitude and less variability. The simulation results agreed well with observations indicating that the trend
of warming was highest and most significant (p< 0.01) in August, for BTH, during 1980–2010 (Figure 11).

Figure 7. Spatial pattern of changes in WRF-simulated mean summertime 2m air temperatures (°C) between different
numerical experiments (i.e., Urb2000–Urb1988, left column; Urb2010–Urb2000, middle column; and Urb2010–Urb1988,
right column) in (a1, a2, and a3) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (b1, b2, and b3) Yangtze River Delta, and (c1, c2, and c3) Pearl
River Delta.
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Likewise, trends of warming observed at YRD urban stations were greater in July and August. By contrast,
changing summertime air temperatures over PRD were insignificant (in June and August) or of smaller
magnitude (in July). Once again, maximum trends of warming, for the duration of summer, still occurred
in YRD.

We further examined alterations to surface energy budget between Urb2010 and Urb1988 (Figure 12) to
improve understanding of the physical drivers of near-surface temperature changes. Results indicated that
net radiation decreased slightly in all three regions throughout the day, and it was mainly because of higher
skin temperatures and thus larger upward longwave radiation at built-up surfaces. Expansion of built envir-
onments further led to increased sensible heat but decreased latent heat during the day, with the latter
showing much greater daytime than nighttime effects. However, ground heat flux was reduced during the
daytime (i.e., downwelling solar energy was stored within urban infrastructure) but raised during the night-
time (i.e., release of the energy from urban environments). In accordance with reduced net radiation, changes

Figure 8. The box and whisker plots of WRF-simulated differences in summertime 2m maximum (left of the color trio),
minimum (center of the color trio), and diurnal temperature range (right of the color trio) in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
(green), Yangtze River Delta (yellow), and Pearl River Delta (red) between Urb2000 and Urb1988 (a; Urb2000–Urb1988), as
compared to those between Urb2010 and Urb1988 (b; Urb2010-Urb1988). Calculations were performed only for urban grid
cells of 2010. The unit is degree Celsius.

Figure 9. Observed time series of mean summertime maximum and minimum temperatures (°C) at urban stations of
(a) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (b) Yangtze River Delta, and (c) Pearl River Delta for the period of 1980–2010. The straight lines
represent trend of the time series using a linear least squares fitting technique. The following eight stations were used:
(1) Beijing (39.79°N, 116.46°E), (2) Shijiazhuang (38.03°N, 114.41°E), (3) Tianjin (39.08°N, 117.06°E), (4) Shanghai (31.40°N,
121.45°E), (5) Nanjing (32.00°N, 118.80°E), (6) Hangzhou (30.23°N, 120.16°E), (7) Shenzhen (22.53°N, 114.00°E), and
(8) Guangzhou (23.16°N, 113.33°E).
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Figure 10. WRF-simulated time series of daily mean 2m air temperature differences (°C) between Urb2000 and Urb1988
(Urb2000-Urb1988; blue solid line), as compared to those between Urb2010 and Urb1988 (Urb2010-Urb1988; red dashed
line) in (a) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (b) Yangtze River Delta, and (c) Pearl River Delta. Calculations were performed only for
urban grid cells of 2010. The shaded areas represent 1 standard deviation above and below the mean.

Figure 11. Observed time series of mean air temperatures (°C) during June, July, and August, respectively, for the period of 1980–2010 at urban stations of (a1, a2,
and a3) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (b1, b2, and b3) Yangtze River Delta, and (c1, c2, and c3) Pearl River Delta. The stations used are the same as Figure 9.
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Figure 12. Differences in summertimemean net radiation flux (Rn; Wm�2), sensible heat flux (SH; Wm�2), ground heat flux
(GRD; Wm�2), and latent heat flux (LH; Wm�2) at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC (i.e., 08:00, 14:00, 20:00, and 02:00 local
standard time) between Urb2010 and Urb1988 (Urb2010–Urb1988) in (a) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (b) Yangtze River Delta, and
(c) Pearl River Delta. The negative GRD indicates the energy storage. The error bars represent 1 standard deviation above
and below the mean. Calculations were performed only for urban grid cells of 2010.

Figure 13. Spatial pattern of ensemble differences in WRF-simulated mean summertime 2m water vapor mixing ratio
(g kg�1) between Urb2010 and Urb1988 (Urb2010–Urb1988) in (a) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, (b) Yangtze River Delta, and
(c) Pearl River Delta.
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in ground heat flux were of lesser magnitude than the combined changes in sensible and latent heat flux by
day, but of greater magnitude at night. This occurred because evapotranspiration was decreased substan-
tially in the daytime due to less moisture availability in urban areas, while a great deal of energy was lost from
built structures during nighttime hours.

Simulated changes in 2m water vapor mixing ratio between Urb2010 and Urb1988 (Figure 13) indicated that
the greatest low-level atmospheric moisture decrease was simulated for PRD, on the order of 1 g/kg. Slightly
reduced levels of moisture, up to 0.8 g/kg, was found in the majority of YRD urban locations, while BTH
produced the minimum reductions in near-surface moisture, with 0.6 g/kg on average in its urban grid cells.
This occurred because YRD and PRD are strongly influenced by the East Asian Monsoon, which brings the two
regions abundant moisture in summer. Instead, BTH is located in north China with much drier summer
seasons. Therefore, urban expansion imposed greater impacts on near-surface moisture over YRD and PRD
than it did over BTH. Notable exceptions were still coastal locations, where a reduced degree of humidity
deficit was simulated compared to nearby inland cities. Once again, the widespread drying effects extended
far beyond the urban areas of YRD, with the effect index, EI, close to 4, followed by PRD (EI = 3.2), whereas
such effects were still restricted to the built environments of BTH, with EI equivalent to 1.6.

5. Discussion
5.1. Climatic Effects of Historical Urban Expansion

Climatic effects of historical urbanization were examined for the three largest urban agglomerations of China
through assessment of changes in near-surface climate metrics (i.e., temperature and humidity). The magni-
tude of urban expansion-induced warming revealed by our simulations was 0.85°C, 0.78°C, and 0.57°C for the
urban locations of BTH, YRD, and PRD, by 2010, with local peak warming reaching 1.5°C, 1°C, and 0.8°C,
respectively. Our results were comparable with a prior study reporting urbanization-induced increases in
summer temperatures by 1.42°C, 1.74°C, and 1.27°C (nonurban landscape versus 2009 urban landscape) in
the urbanized areas of the three regions, respectively [Wang et al., 2012]. However, our study disagreed with
that of Lin et al. [2016], whose simulations led to regionally averaged summer warming of 0.11°C/30 yr, 0.11°
C/30 yr, and 0.05°C/30 yr for BTH, YRD, and PRD, with local maximum warming of merely 0.2°C for all three
regions. Lin et al. [2016] significantly underestimated the observations indicating urban expansion-induced
warming by at least 0.3°C/30 yr in major urbanized regions of China [Jones et al., 2008; Ren et al., 2008] and
the simulated results from our study.

The discrepancies between our study and that of Lin et al. [2016] may be ascribed to the following reasons.
First, lack of two-way coupling between the land surface and the atmosphere in a stand-alone land surface
model utilized by Lin et al. [2016] was a likely contributing factor in the underestimate of simulated warming,
while our study used a coupled urban-atmospheric model that also enables the interaction between its
simulated grid cells. Second, the landscape patterns employed by our study were derived from high-
resolution remotely sensed imagery of the corresponding years. Conversely, the urban fraction within a grid
box of 0.2° × 0.2° used by Lin et al. [2016] can neither describe the specific urban extent nor the urban form,
thus limiting their capability to accurately quantify how the evolving urban landscape patterns affect
regional climate.

It should be noted that the observations indicated that urban expansion imposed the strongest warming in
YRD. This occurred because the observed record integrates modifications in land surface conditions, anthro-
pogenic heat release, and emissions of long-lived greenhouse gases, while we did not account for the latter
two contributing factors in our work: we focused on the impacts of urban land expansion on regional climate.
According to Feng et al. [2012, 2013], mean annual anthropogenic heat release in major metropolises of YRD
was larger than that in BTH and YRD. However, we did not intend to compare the absolute value but rather
the trend of simulated temperature changes with the observations. Future regional climate analysis should
incorporate the decadal evolution of anthropogenic heat release and the evolving nature of greenhouse
gas emissions.

It is clear that urban environments with distinctive thermal properties will absorb and store energy during the
daytime and release the energy during the nighttime, thus giving rise to considerable nighttime warming
[Grimmond and Oke, 1999]. Changes in daytime temperatures, however, were largely dependent on climate
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regime [Zhao et al., 2014]. According to prior studies focusing on urbanization in arid regions [Georgescu et al.,
2011, 2015], urban expansion can reduce daytime temperatures because of increased energy storage by built
structures (i.e., decreased sensible heat flux during the daytime due to enhanced energy storage relative to
the prior land use). This did not seem to be the case for YRD and PRD, whose climate conditions were much
cooler and wetter, thus restricting the heating capacity of constructed materials compared to arid regions.
Consequently, portions of the absorbed insolation by day will be partitioned into sensible heat that warms
near-surface temperatures. Prior work conducted on the corresponding regions was consistent with our
study in regard to the increased maximum temperatures due to urbanization [e.g., Zhang et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2014].

Although it was the partitioning of available energy into sensible heat and latent heat that largely deter-
mined the warming effects in the built environments of the three regions [Wang et al., 2012; Chen and
Frauenfeld, 2015; Lin et al., 2016], the amount of incoming solar radiation also made a difference. For example,
PRD is located in subtropical areas with more solar energy being absorbed by day, hence the highest degree
of daytime warming. However, no significant changes in daytime temperatures occurred in BTH, since the
sparsely distributed inland cities in the south lowered temperatures by day. With regard to the magnitude
of nighttime warming, differences in background thermal advection were of importance. For example, YRD
and PRD are strongly influenced by land-sea interactions that result in horizontal thermal advection over
the two regions. By contrast, BTH is dominated by vertical thermal advection as it is located in a basin sur-
rounded by high mountains. This, in turn, affected the spatial extent of near-surface warming. Findings of
Chen and Frauenfeld [2015] were in accord with our study indicating increased daytime warming but
decreased nighttime warming from north to south China.

Apart from background climate, urban landscape morphology also plays a nonnegligible role in shaping the
spatial variability of urbanization-induced warming [Yang et al., 2016]. As illustrated, BTH and YRD experi-
enced dissimilar urban expansion patterns during the previous three decades, with the former experiencing
concentrated sprawl and the latter polycentric sprawl. As a result, built environment-induced warming and
drying effects were greater locally in BTH, while notable regionalized effects were found in YRD at earlier
stages of the urbanizing process. Near-surface temperature and humidity in northern parts of PRD, though
far from the urban locales, were also affected by urbanization due to zonal arrangement of its constructed
materials that hindered the transport of cool and moist air from the nearby sea. Hence, there is a trade-off
between urban form and urban extent in an attempt to achieve “resource-efficient and environment-
friendly” urban landscapes in China.

5.2. Implications for Future Research

Our study highlights that urban landscape management and planning is an effective way to alleviate climate
warming due to urbanization. However, it is still not clear how the arrangement of urban landscapes (i.e., the
total amount and morphology) will simultaneously boost economic growth while minimizing its deleterious
impacts on climate. As the space left for urbanization in the three regions is becoming increasingly restricted,
a shift in urban expansion pattern from sprawl to infill is likely to be prevalent for future urban development
in China [Normile, 2016]. Therefore, a critical issue should stimulate our attention as to how the intensity of
constructed structures (e.g., proportion of impervious surfaces, height of buildings, and density of roads) will
affect climate if urban extent remains the same over time [Yang et al., 2016]. In addition, while our study
focused on mean summertime conditions so as to better distinguish the signal of urban expansion-induced
forcing, future work should also address extreme summers and heat events. For instance, synergistic effects
between urban heat islands and heat waves may result in compounding health-related consequences that
are further exacerbated under conditions of blackouts or general infrastructure failure [Li and Bou-Zeid,
2013]. Indeed, a nascent area of research lies at the intersection of urban infrastructure and socioeconomic
resilience [Hondula et al., 2015]. Accounting for the dynamic interplay between social and physical systems,
thus characterizing feedback among them, will facilitate development of sustainable urban environments.

6. Conclusions

This study established the first comprehensive assessment of how, and to what extent, urban extent, urban
form, and climate regime affected the summer climate of the three largest urban agglomerations in China,
namely, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl River Delta, using an atmospheric model
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dynamically coupled to an urban canopy model. The magnitude of warming for the urbanized areas of the
three regions was 0.85°C, 0.78°C, and 0.57°C, with local peak warming up to 1.5°C, 1°C, and 0.8°C, respectively.
Compared with prior work targeted on the same regions [e.g., Lin et al., 2016], our simulations, with the incor-
poration of real-time SSTs, the usage of historical high-resolution land use/land cover patterns, and the
employment of coupled urban-atmospheric model substantially improved the performance of WRF and
the accuracy of simulated impacts in regard to both the magnitude and spatial pattern. Our findings under-
score the significance of interactions between urban landscape and overlying atmosphere and have practical
implications for mitigating urban heat islands and climate change via land system planning.
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